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Abstrat Cooperative games with oalition strutures are onsidered and

the priniple of oalition struture stability with respet to some ooperative

solution onepts is determined. This priniple is lose to the onept of Nash

equilibrium. The existene of a stable oalition struture with respet to the

Shapley value and the equal surplus division value for the ases of two-

and three-person games is proved. In this paper, the problem of existene

of a stable oalition struture with respet to the Shapley value and the

equal surplus division value for the ase of four-person games with speial

harateristi funtion is examined.
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1. Introdution

When the nature of the game allows to form not only grand oalition but also

smaller oalitions, we may onsider the games with oalition strutures and �nd

ooperative solutions aording to the struture. In the paper we onsider single-

valued solution onepts suh as the Shapley value (Shapley, 1953) and the ES-

value (Driessen and Funaki, 1991). The Shapley value modi�ed for the games with

oalition struture is introdued in (Aumann and Dreze, 1974). If players may form

di�erent oalitions, hene di�erent oalition strutures, an essential question arises:

whih oalition struture is stable in some sense? By stability one may assume dif-

ferent properties of a oalition struture. By stable oalition struture we mean

a partition of players whih is stable against individual deviations of any player.

Deviating from a oalition struture a player has several options: (i) to beome a

singleton, (ii) to join another oalition from the oalition struture. If these devi-

ations are not pro�table for any player, we all the oalition struture stable. We

also assume that in all oalitions belonging to the struture, the players' payo�s are

de�ned aording to the same ooperative solution. Therefore, we determine stable

oalition struture with respet to a ooperative solution like the Shapley value and

the ES-value.

Some ideas of stability onepts of oalition strutures are introdued in the pa-

pers (Ha er in ger, 2001, Hart and Kurz, 1983). Following (Carraro, 1997) the sta-

ble oalition struture should satisfy three basi properties: (i) internal stability,
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i. e. eah player looses if she leaves her oalition beoming a singleton, (ii) external

stability, i. e. eah player-singleton looses if she joins any oalition or another sin-

gleton, and, �nally, (iii) intraoalitional stability, i. e. eah player from a oalition

looses if she leaves her oalition and joins another one. Here we may �nd some

similarities with the Nash equilibrium onept.

In (Sedakov et al., 2013) it is proved that in three-player games stable oalition

struture always exists with respet to the Shapley value and the ES-value. A spe-

ial game of ost redution in whih harateristi funtion has a spei� form is

onsidered in (Pari li na and Se da kov, 2014a). For the game the stable oalition

strutures are found. Communiation between players may be also restrited by a

graph struture. Therefore, the de�nition of a stable oalition struture should take

this into aount. The problem of stability of oalition strutures in the games with

a given ommuniation struture is examined in (Pari li na and Se da kov, 2014b).

In the present paper we onsider several speial ases of harateristi funtion

in four-player games and �nd the onditions for whih there exists a stable oalition

struture with respet to the Shapley value and the ES-value. There are some ases

when there are no stable oalition strutures whih proves that in general ase in

four-player games the stable oalition struture does not always exist.

The paper has the following struture. In Setion 2 the model of the game with

oalition struture is given. The de�nition of stable oalition struture with respet

to a solution onept is introdued. In Setions 3�6 we introdue some speial ases

of harateristi funtions of four-player ooperative games and �nd the onditions

for whih at least one stable oalition struture exists or there are no stable oalition

strutures with respet to the Shapley value and the ES-value. We onlude in

Setion 7.

2. Game with oalition struture

2.1. Basi de�nitions

Cooperative game is a tuple (N, υ) where N is a set of players and υ : 2N → R is a

harateristi funtion de�ned for every nonempty set S ⊆ N alled oalition. We

suggest that grand oalition N should be formed and then players from N alloate

the total payo� υ(N) aording to some solution onept. We also suppose that the

harateristi funtion might not be supperadditive, i. e. there exist at least two

disjoint oalitions S, T ⊂ N suh as υ(S ∪ T ) < υ(S) + υ(T ). Therefore, in general

not only the grand oalition but smaller ones an be formed. It an take plae when

some players get larger payo� if they form a smaller oalition. Therefore, we allow

formation of not only grand oalition, and onsider games with oalition struture.

De�nition 1. Coalition struture π is a partition {B1, . . . , Bm} of set N , i. e.

B1 ∪ . . . ∪Bm = N , and Bi ∩Bj = ∅ for all i, j = 1, . . . ,m, i 6= j.

Denote a game with player set N , harateristi funtion υ and oalition stru-

ture π by (N, υ, π).

De�nition 2. A pro�le xπ = (xπ1 , . . . , x
π
n) ∈ Rn is a payo� distribution in the game

(N, υ, π) with oalition struture π if the e�ieny ondition, i. e.
∑

i∈Bj
xπi = υ(Bj)

holds for all oalitions Bj ∈ π, j = 1, . . . ,m.

De�nition 3. A payo� distribution xπ is an alloation in the game (N, υ, π) with
oalition struture π if the individual rationality ondition, i. e. xπi ≥ υ({i}) holds
for any player i ∈ N .
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Denote the oalition partition π−Bi
= π \ Bi ⊂ π by π−Bi

, and the oalition

whih ontains player i ∈ N by B(i) ∈ π.

2.2. Stable oalition strutures

De�ning a stable oalition struture we use an approah whih takes into aount

the player's payo� as a member of her oalition. The player ompares his payo�

aording to the urrent oalition struture with the payo�s that she an obtain if he

deviates from his oalition and other players do not deviate. She an hange oalition

struture beoming a singleton or joining another oalition from the urrent oalition

struture. And if any player annot inrease her payo� by the way desribing above,

the oalition struture is stable. More formally we use the following de�nition of

stability.

De�nition 4. (Sedakov et al., 2013) Coalition struture π = {B1, . . . , Bm} is said
to be stable with respet to a single-valued ooperative solution onept if for any

player i ∈ N the inequality

xπi ≥ xπ
′

i holds for all Bj ∈ π ∪ ∅, Bj 6= B(i).

Here xπ and xπ
′

are two payo� distributions alulated aording to the hosen

ooperative solution onept for games (N, υ, π) and (N, υ, π′) with oalition stru-
tures π, π′

respetively, where π′ = {B(i) \ {i}, Bj ∪ {i}, π−B(i)∪Bj
}.

The stability onept from De�nition 4 is similar to the Nash equilibrium onept.

Consider stable oalition struture π and alulate player i's payo� aording to

the some ooperative solution onept like the Shapley value. Now imagine that

player i has the following set of strategies: to stay in a urrent oalition, to beome
a singleton or to join any other existing oalition in the oalition struture. If eah

player ompares his payo� xπi , i ∈ N with all the possible payo�s that he an obtain

using one of the above mentioned strategies (when all other players do not deviate)

and �nds out that he annot get larger payo�, then the urrent players' strategies

form the Nash equilibrium. In other words, the urrent oalition struture is stable

with respet to the hosen ooperative solution onept.

As single-valued ooperative solution onepts we an onsider onepts as the

Shapley value (Shapley, 1953), the ES-value.

3. The ase of symmetri two- and three-player oalitions

3.1. The ES-value as a ooperative solution

In the game (N, υ, π) with oalition struture π = {B1, . . . , Bm}, we an hoose the
ES-value ψπ = (ψπ1 , . . . , ψ

π
n) as the ooperative solution. And its omponents are

alulated as follows:

ψπi = υ({i}) +
υ(B(i))−

∑

j∈B(i)

υ({j})

|B(i)| (1)

for any i ∈ N .

Consider four-person ooperative games with harateristi funtion υ(·) deter-
mined by the following way:

υ({1, 2, 3, 4}) = c, υ({1}) = υ({2}) = υ({3}) = υ({4}) = 0,
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υ({1, 2}) = υ({1, 3}) = υ({1, 4}) = υ({2, 3}) = υ({2, 4}) = υ({3, 4}) = c1, (2)

υ({1, 2, 3}) = υ({1, 2, 4}) = υ({1, 3, 4}) = υ({2, 3, 4}) = c2.

The ES-values alulated for all possible oalition strutures and �Stable if" ondi-

tions are represented in Table 1.

Table 1. The ES-value for a four-player game determined by (2) and �Stable if" onditions.

π ψπ
1 ψπ

2 ψπ
3 ψπ

4 �Stable if" ondition

π1 = {{1, 2, 3, 4}} c/4 c/4 c/4 c/4 c ≥ 0

π2 = {{1}, {2, 3, 4}} 0 c2/3 c2/3 c2/3

{

c2 ≥ max{0, 3c1/2}

c ≤ 0

π3 = {{2}, {1, 3, 4}} c2/3 0 c2/3 c2/3

{

c2 ≥ max{0, 3c1/2}

c ≤ 0

π4 = {{3}, {1, 2, 4}} c2/3 c2/3 0 c2/3

{

c2 ≥ max{0, 3c1/2}

c ≤ 0

π5 = {{4}, {1, 2, 3}} c2/3 c2/3 c2/3 0

{

c2 ≥ max{0, 3c1/2}

c ≤ 0

π6 = {{1, 2}, {3, 4}} c1/2 c1/2 c1/2 c1/2 c1 ≥ max{0, 2c2/3}
π7 = {{1, 3}, {2, 4}} c1/2 c1/2 c1/2 c1/2 c1 ≥ max{0, 2c2/3}
π8 = {{1, 4}, {2, 3}} c1/2 c1/2 c1/2 c1/2 c1 ≥ max{0, 2c2/3}

π9 = {{1}, {2}, {3, 4}} 0 0 c1/2 c1/2

{

c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≤ 0

π10 = {{1}, {3}, {2, 4}} 0 c1/2 0 c1/2

{

c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≤ 0

π11 = {{1}, {4}, {2, 3}} 0 c1/2 c1/2 0

{

c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≤ 0

π12 = {{1, 2}, {3}, {4}} c1/2 c1/2 0 0

{

c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≤ 0

π13 = {{1, 3}, {2}, {4}} c1/2 0 c1/2 0

{

c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≤ 0

π14 = {{1, 4}, {2}, {3}} c1/2 0 0 c1/2

{

c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≤ 0

π15 = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}} 0 0 0 0 c1 ≤ 0

There are two obvious results:

1. From Table 1 and alulations, we an �nd that the oalition strutures

π9 = {{1}, {2}, {3, 4}}, π10 = {{1}, {3}, {2, 4}}, π11 = {{1}, {2, 3}, {4}},
π12 = {{1, 2},
{3}, {4}}, π13 = {{1, 3}, {2}, {4}}, π14 = {{1, 4}, {2}, {3}} are always unstable
with any c or ci, i = 1, 2. Beause for stability we get c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0 at the
same time, whih is possible if c1 = 0.

2. Notie that if c ≥ 0, then oalition struture π1 = {{1, 2, 3, 4}} is always stable
with respet to the ES-value for any ci, i = 1, 2. And we an also notie that if

c1 ≤ 0, then oalition struture π15 = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}} is always stable with
respet to the ES-value.
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There is an analysis of another ases:

1. Let c1, c2 ≥ 0 and c ≥ 0, then oalition strutures π1, π6, π7, π8 may be stable
with respet to the ES-value. And for all c, ci ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, oalition strutures
π1 is always stable. But oalition struture π6, π7, π8 are stable when c1 ≥ 2

3c2.

2. Let c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0 and c ≥ 0, then oalition strutures π1, π6, π7, π8 are always
stable with respet to the ES-value.

3. Let c1 ≤ 0, c2 ≥ 0 and c ≥ 0, then oalition strutures π1, π15 are always stable
with respet to the ES-value.

4. Let c1 ≤ 0, c2 ≤ 0 and c ≥ 0, then oalition strutures π1, π15 are always stable
with respet to the ES-value.

5. Let c1, c2 ≥ 0 and c ≤ 0, then oalition strutures π2, π3, π4, π5, π6, π7, π8 may
be stable with respet to the ES-value. But oalition strutures π2, π3, π4, π5
are stable when c2 ≥ 3

2c1 and oalition strutures π6, π7, π8 are stable when

c1 ≥ 2
3c2. Therefore, the solutions of these seven systems of inequalities over

the whole �rst quadrant onstruted by c1, c2 when c1, c2 ≥ 0, c ≤ 0.

6. Let c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0 and c ≤ 0, then oalition strutures π6, π7, π8 are always

stable with respet to the ES-value.

7. Let c1 ≤ 0, c2 ≥ 0 and c ≤ 0, then oalition strutures π2, π3, π4, π5, π15 are

always stable with respet to the ES-value.

8. Let c1 ≤ 0, c2 ≤ 0 and c ≤ 0, then oalition strutures π15 is stable with respet
to the ES-value.

Therefore, we prove the following proposition.

Proposition 1. Let harateristi funtion be given by (2). In this ase, there al-

ways exists at least one stable oalition struture with respet to the ES-value.

3.2. The Shapley value as a ooperative solution

In the game (N, υ, π) with oalition struture π = {B1, . . . , Bm}, we an hoose the
Shapley value φπ = (φπ1 , . . . , φ

π
n) as the ooperative solution. And its omponents

are alulated as follows:

φπi =
∑

i∈S
S⊆B(i)

(|B(i)| − |S|)!(|S| − 1)!

|B(i)|! [v(S)− v(S \ {i})] (3)

for any i ∈ N .

Consider four-person ooperative games with harateristi funtion υ(·) deter-
mined by (2). The Shapley value alulated for all possible oalition strutures and

�Stable if" onditions are represented in Table 2.

There are two obvious results:

1. From Table 2 and alulations, we an �nd that the oalition strutures

π9 = {{1}, {2}, {3, 4}}, π10 = {{1}, {3}, {2, 4}}, π11 = {{1}, {2, 3}, {4}},
π12 = {{1, 2},
{3}, {4}}, π13 = {{1, 3}, {2}, {4}}, π14 = {{1, 4}, {2}, {3}} are always unstable
with any c or ci, i = 1, 2. Beause for stability we get c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0 at the
same time, whih is possible if c1 = 0.
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Table 2. The Shapley value for a four-player game determined by (2) and �Stable if"

onditions.

π ψπ
1 ψπ

2 ψπ
3 ψπ

4 �Stable if" ondition

π1 = {{1, 2, 3, 4}} c/4 c/4 c/4 c/4 c ≥ 0

π2 = {{1}, {2, 3, 4}} 0 c2/3 c2/3 c2/3

{

c2 ≥ max{0, 3c1/2}

c ≤ 0

π3 = {{2}, {1, 3, 4}} c2/3 0 c2/3 c2/3

{

c2 ≥ max{0, 3c1/2}

c ≤ 0

π4 = {{3}, {1, 2, 4}} c2/3 c2/3 0 c2/3

{

c2 ≥ max{0, 3c1/2}

c ≤ 0

π5 = {{4}, {1, 2, 3}} c2/3 c2/3 c2/3 0

{

c2 ≥ max{0, 3c1/2}

c ≤ 0

π6 = {{1, 2}, {3, 4}} c1/2 c1/2 c1/2 c1/2 c1 ≥ max{0, 2c2/3}
π7 = {{1, 3}, {2, 4}} c1/2 c1/2 c1/2 c1/2 c1 ≥ max{0, 2c2/3}
π8 = {{1, 4}, {2, 3}} c1/2 c1/2 c1/2 c1/2 c1 ≥ max{0, 2c2/3}

π9 = {{1}, {2}, {3, 4}} 0 0 c1/2 c1/2

{

c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≤ 0

π10 = {{1}, {3}, {2, 4}} 0 c1/2 0 c1/2

{

c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≤ 0

π11 = {{1}, {4}, {2, 3}} 0 c1/2 c1/2 0

{

c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≤ 0

π12 = {{1, 2}, {3}, {4}} c1/2 c1/2 0 0

{

c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≤ 0

π13 = {{1, 3}, {2}, {4}} c1/2 0 c1/2 0

{

c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≤ 0

π14 = {{1, 4}, {2}, {3}} c1/2 0 0 c1/2

{

c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≤ 0

π15 = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}} 0 0 0 0 c1 ≤ 0

2. Notie that if c ≥ 0, then oalition struture π1 = {{1, 2, 3, 4}} is always stable
with respet to the Shapley value for any ci, i = 1, 2. And we an also notie

that if c1 ≤ 0, then oalition struture π15 = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}} is always stable
with respet to the Shapley value.

We analyse all possible ases:

1. Let c1, c2 ≥ 0 and c ≥ 0, then oalition strutures π1, π6, π7, π8 may be stable
with respet to the Shapley value. And for all c, ci ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, oalition
strutures π1 is always stable. But oalition strutures π6, π7, π8 are stable

when c1 ≥ 2
3c2.

2. Let c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0 and c ≥ 0, then oalition strutures π1, π6, π7, π8 are always
stable with respet to the Shapley value.

3. Let c1 ≤ 0, c2 ≥ 0 and c ≥ 0, then oalition strutures π1, π15 are always stable
with respet to the Shapley value.

4. Let c1 ≤ 0, c2 ≤ 0 and c ≥ 0, then oalition strutures π1, π15 are always stable
with respet to the Shapley value.
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5. Let c1, c2 ≥ 0 and c ≤ 0, then oalition strutures π2, π3, π4, π5, π6, π7, π8 may
be stable with respet to the Shapley value. But oalition strutures π2, π3, π4,
π5 are stable when c2 ≥ 3

2c1 and oalition strutures π6, π7, π8 are stable when
c1 ≥ 2

3c2. Therefore, the solutions of these seven systems of inequalities over

the whole �rst quadrant onstruted by c1, c2 when c1, c2 ≥ 0, c ≤ 0.
6. Let c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0 and c ≤ 0, then oalition strutures π6, π7, π8 are always

stable with respet to the Shapley value.

7. Let c1 ≤ 0, c2 ≥ 0 and c ≤ 0, then oalition strutures π2, π3, π4, π5, π15 are

always stable with respet to the Shapley value.

8. Let c1 ≤ 0, c2 ≤ 0 and c ≤ 0, then oalition strutures π15 is stable with respet
to the Shapley value.

Proposition 2. Let harateristi funtion be given by (2). In this ase, there al-

ways exists at least one stable oalition struture with respet to the Shapley value.

4. The ase of symmetri two-player oalitions and non-symmetri

three player oalitions

4.1. The ES-value as a ooperative solution

In the game (N, υ, π) with oalition struture π = {B1, . . . , Bm}, the omponents of
the ES-value are de�ned as (1). Consider the ooperative games with harateristi

funtion υ(·) determined by the following way:

υ({1, 2, 3, 4}) = c, υ({1}) = υ({2}) = υ({3}) = υ({4}) = 0,

υ({1, 2}) = υ({1, 3}) = υ({1, 4}) = υ({2, 3}) = υ({2, 4}) = υ({3, 4}) = c1, (4)

υ({1, 2, 3}) = υ({1, 2, 4}) = c2, υ({1, 3, 4}) = υ({2, 3, 4}) = c3.

The ES-values alulated for all possible oalition strutures and �Stable if" ondi-

tion are represented in Table 3.

There are two obvious results:

1. From Table 3 and alulations, we an �nd that the oalition struture

π9 = {{1}, {2}, {3, 4}}, π10 = {{1}, {3}, {2, 4}}, π11 = {{1}, {2, 3}, {4}},
π12 = {{1, 2},
{3}, {4}}, π13 = {{1, 3}, {2}, {4}}, π14 = {{1, 4}, {2}, {3}} are always unstable
with any c or ci, i = 1, 2, 3, beause the existene requires c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0 at
the same time, whih is possible only if c1 = 0.

2. Notie that if c ≥ 0, then oalition struture π1 = {{1, 2, 3, 4}} is always stable
with respet to the ES value for any ci, i = 1, 2, 3. And we an also notie that if
c1 ≤ 0, then oalition struture π15 = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}} is always stable with
respet to the ES value.

Analysis of the results for these ases:

1. Consider the ase when c ≥ 0. We an �nd that oalition struture π1 is always
stable for any ci, i = 1, 2, 3. When c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≥ 0, from Fig. 3, we

an onlude that the oalition strutures π6, π7, π8 are stable when solutions

of these three systems of inequalities over the �rst otant in region II. When

c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≤ 0, from Fig. 3, we an onlude that oalition strutures

π6, π7, π8 are stable when solutions of these three systems of inequalities over
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Table 3. The ES-value for a four-player game determined by (4) and �Stable if" onditions.

π ψπ
1 ψπ

2 ψπ
3 ψπ

4 �Stable if" ondition

π1 = {{1, 2, 3, 4}} c/4 c/4 c/4 c/4 c ≥ 0

π2 = {{1}, {2, 3, 4}} 0 c3/3 c3/3 c3/3

{

c3 ≥ max{0, 3c1/2}

c ≤ 0

π3 = {{2}, {1, 3, 4}} c3/3 0 c3/3 c3/3

{

c3 ≥ max{0, 3c1/2}

c ≤ 0

π4 = {{3}, {1, 2, 4}} c2/3 c2/3 0 c2/3

{

c2 ≥ max{0, 3c1/2}

c ≤ 0

π5 = {{4}, {1, 2, 3}} c2/3 c2/3 c2/3 0

{

c2 ≥ max{0, 3c1/2}

c ≤ 0

π6 = {{1, 2}, {3, 4}} c1/2 c1/2 c1/2 c1/2 c1 ≥ max{0, 2c2/3, 2c3/3}
π7 = {{1, 3}, {2, 4}} c1/2 c1/2 c1/2 c1/2 c1 ≥ max{0, 2c2/3, 2c3/3}
π8 = {{1, 4}, {2, 3}} c1/2 c1/2 c1/2 c1/2 c1 ≥ max{0, 2c2/3, 2c3/3}

π9 = {{1}, {2}, {3, 4}} 0 0 c1/2 c1/2

{

c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0

c3 ≤ 0

π10 = {{1}, {3}, {2, 4}} 0 c1/2 0 c1/2











c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≤ 0

c3 ≤ 0

π11 = {{1}, {4}, {2, 3}} 0 c1/2 c1/2 0











c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≤ 0

c3 ≤ 0

π12 = {{1, 2}, {3}, {4}} c1/2 c1/2 0 0

{

c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≤ 0

π13 = {{1, 3}, {2}, {4}} c1/2 0 c1/2 0











c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≤ 0

c3 ≤ 0

π14 = {{1, 4}, {2}, {3}} c1/2 0 0 c1/2











c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≤ 0

c3 ≤ 0

π15 = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}} 0 0 0 0 c1 ≤ 0

the �fth otant in region II. When c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≥ 0, from Fig. 3, we an

onlude that oalition strutures π6, π7, π8 are stable when solutions of these

three systems of inequalities over the fourth otant in region II. When c1 ≥ 0,
c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≤ 0, oalition strutures π6, π7, π8 are always stable, beause from

Fig. 3, we an �nd that the solutions of these three systems of inequalities over

the whole eighth otant in region II.

2. When c ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0, we an onlude that oalition strutures π1 and π15
are always stable for any ci, i = 2, 3.

3. When c ≤ 0. When c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≥ 0, the oalition strutures π2, π3 are

stable when solutions of these two systems of inequalities over the �rst otant

in region I from Fig. 1, oalition strutures π4, π5 are stable when solutions

over the �rst otant in region I from Fig. 2 and oalition strutures π6, π7, π8
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Fig. 1. Coalition strutures π2,π3 are stable in region I with respet to the ES-value.

Fig. 2. Coalition strutures π4, π5 are stable in region I with respet to ES-value.

are stable when solutions over the �rst otant in region II from Fig. 3. And

we an �nd that the solutions of these seven systems of inequalities over the

whole �rst otant onstruted by c1, c2, c3. Therefore, there always exists stable
oalition struture when c ≤ 0 and c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≥ 0.

4. When c ≤ 0 and c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≤ 0, the oalition strutures π4, π5 are

stable when solutions of these two systems of inequalities over the �fth otant

in region I from Fig. 2 and oalition strutures π6, π7, π8 are stable when

solutions over the �fth otant in region II from Fig. 3. And we an �nd that

the solutions of these �ve systems of inequalities over the whole �fth otant

onstruted by c1, c2, c3. Therefore, there always exists stable oalition struture
when c ≤ 0 and c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≤ 0.
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Fig. 3. Coalition strutures π6, π7, π8 are stable in region II with respet to ES-value.

5. When c ≤ 0 and c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≥ 0, we an onlude that oalition

strutures π2, π3 are stable when solutions of these two systems of inequalities

over the fourth otant in region I from Fig. 1 and oalition strutures π6, π7,
π8 are stable when solutions over the fourth otant in region II from Fig. 3.

And we an �nd that the solutions of these �ve systems of inequalities over

the whole fourth otant onstruted by c1, c2, c3. Therefore, there always exists
stable oalition struture when c ≤ 0 and c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≥ 0.

6. When c ≤ 0 and c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≤ 0. From Fig. 3, we an onlude that

oalition strutures π6, π7, π8 are always stable beause the solutions of these

three systems of inequalities over the whole eighth otant in region II.

7. Consider the ase when c ≤ 0. And we an �nd that when c1 ≤ 0, oalition
struture π15 is always stable for any ci, i = 2, 3. When c1 ≤ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≥ 0,
we an onlude that oalition strutures π2, π3 are stable when solutions of

these two systems of inequalities over the seond otant in region I from Fig.

1 and oalition strutures π4, π5 are stable when solutions over the seond

otant in region I from Fig. 2. When c1 ≤ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≤ 0, from Fig. 2, we

obtain that oalition strutures π4, π5 are stable when solutions of two systems
of inequalities over the sixth otant in region I. When c1 ≤ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≥ 0,
from Fig. 1, the oalition strutures π2, π3 are stable when solutions of two

systems of inequalities over the third otant in region I. And when c1 ≤ 0,
c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≤ 0, the only oalition struture π15 is always stable.

Proposition 3. Let harateristi funtion be given by (4). In this ase, there al-

ways exists at least one stable oalition struture with respet to the ES-value.

4.2. The Shapley value as a ooperative solution

In the game (N, υ, π) with oalition struture π = {B1, . . . , Bm}, the omponents of
the Shapley value are de�ned as (3). Consider the ooperative games with harater-

isti funtion υ(·) determined by (4). The Shapley value alulated for all possible
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oalition strutures is represented Table 6 (see Appendix) and �Stable if" onditions

are represented in Table 4.

Table 4. The �Stable if" onditions respeted to Shapley value for a four-player game

determined by (4).

π �Stable if" ondition

π1 = {{1, 2, 3, 4}}

{

3c+ 2c2 − 2c3 ≥ 0

3c− 2c2 + 2c3 ≥ 0

π2 = {{1}, {2, 3, 4}}











3c+ 2c2 − 2c3 ≤ 0

3c1 ≤ 2c3

c3 ≥ 0

π3 = {{2}, {1, 3, 4}}











3c+ 2c2 − 2c3 ≤ 0

3c1 ≤ 2c3

c3 ≥ 0

π4 = {{3}, {1, 2, 4}}











3c− 2c2 + 2c3 ≤ 0

3c1 ≤ 2c2

c2 ≥ 0

π5 = {{4}, {1, 2, 3}}











3c− 2c2 + 2c3 ≤ 0

3c1 ≤ 2c2

c2 ≥ 0

π6 = {{1, 2}, {3, 4}} c1 ≥ max{0, 2c2/3, 2c3/3}
π7 = {{1, 3}, {2, 4}} c1 ≥ max{0, 2c2/3, 2c3/3}
π8 = {{1, 4}, {2, 3}} c1 ≥ max{0, 2c2/3, 2c3/3}

π9 = {{1}, {2}, {3, 4}}

{

c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0

c3 ≤ 0

π10 = {{1}, {3}, {2, 4}}











c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≤ 0

c3 ≤ 0

π11 = {{1}, {4}, {2, 3}}











c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≤ 0

c3 ≤ 0

π12 = {{1, 2}, {3}, {4}}

{

c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≤ 0

π13 = {{1, 3}, {2}, {4}}

{

c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0

c3 ≤ 0

π14 = {{1, 4}, {2}, {3}}











c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≤ 0

c3 ≤ 0

π15 = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}} c1 ≤ 0

There are two obvious results:

1. From Table 4 and alulations, we an �nd that the oalition strutures

π9 = {{1}, {2}, {3, 4}}, π10 = {{1}, {3}, {2, 4}}, π11 = {{1}, {2, 3}, {4}},
π12 = {{1, 2},
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{3}, {4}}, π13 = {{1, 3}, {2}, {4}}, π14 = {{1, 4}, {2}, {3}} are always unstable
with any c or ci, i = 1, 2, 3, beause the stability requires c1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0 at
the same time, whih is possible only if c1 = 0.

2. Notie that if c1 ≤ 0, then oalition struture π15 = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}} is

always stable with respet to the Shapley value.

We analyse these ases:

1. Consider the ase when c ≥ 0. When c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≥ 0, we an observe

that solutions of the eight systems of inequalities over the whole �rst otant

onstruted by c1, c2, c3. From Fig. 4, we an onlude that the oalition stru-

ture π1 is stable in region I ; oalition strutures π2, π3 are stable in region II ;

oalition strutures π4, π5 are stable in region III and oalition strutures π6,
π7, π8 are stable in region IV.

Fig. 4. Case c ≥ 0 and c1, c2, c3 ≥ 0.

2. When c ≥ 0 and c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≤ 0, we an observe that solutions of the

six systems of inequalities over the whole �fth otant onstruted by c1, c2, c3.
From Fig. 5, we an onlude that oalition struture π1 is stable in region III ;

oalition strutures π4, π5 are stable in region I and oalition strutures π6, π7,
π8 are stable in region II.

3. When c ≥ 0 and c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≥ 0, we an observe that solutions of the six
systems of inequalities over the whole fourth otant onstruted by c1, c2, c3.
From Fig. 6, we an onlude that oalition struture π1 is stable in region III ;
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Fig. 5. Case c ≥ 0 and c1, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≤ 0.

oalition strutures π2, π3 are stable in region I and oalition strutures π6, π7,
π8 are stable in region II.

4. When c ≥ 0 and c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≤ 0, from the �Stable if" ondition, we

an observe that oalition strutures π6, π7, π8 are always stable, beause the

solutions of these three systems of inequalities over the whole eighth otant

onstruted by c1, c2, c3.
5. Consider the ase when c ≤ 0, the analysis is very similar to the the ases

when c ≥ 0 desribed above. When c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≥ 0, we an onlude

that oalition strutures π2, π3, π4, π5, π6, π7, π8 are stable. And the solutions

of these seven systems of inequalities over the whole �rst otant onstruted

by c1, c2, c3. When c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≤ 0, we an onlude that oalition

strutures π4, π5, π6, π7, π8 are stable. And the solutions of these �ve systems

of inequalities over the whole eighth otant onstruted by c1, c2, c3. When

c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≥ 0, we an onlude that oalition strutures π2, π3, π6,
π7, π8 are stable when solutions of these �ve systems of inequalities over the

whole fourth otant onstruted by c1, c2, c3. When c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≤ 0, we
an onlude that oalition strutures π6, π7, π8 are always stable beause the
solutions of these three systems of inequalities over the whole eighth otant.

6. When c1 ≤ 0, the oalition struture π15 is always stable for any c and ci, i =
2, 3.

By the above alulation we prove the following proposition.
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Fig. 6. Case c ≥ 0 and c1, c3 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0.

Proposition 4. Let harateristi funtion be given by (4). In this ase, there al-

ways exists at least one stable oalition struture with respet to the Shapley value.

5. The ase of symmetri three-player oalitions and non-symmetri

two-player oalitions

5.1. The ES-value as a ooperative solution

In the game (N, υ, π) with oalition struture π = {B1, . . . , Bm}, the omponents of
the ES-value are de�ned as (1). Consider the ooperative games with harateristi

funtion υ(·) determined by the following way:

υ({1, 2, 3, 4}) = c, υ({1}) = υ({2}) = υ({3}) = υ({4}) = 0,

υ({1, 2}) = υ({1, 3}) = υ({1, 4}) = c1, υ({2, 3}) = υ({2, 4}) = υ({3, 4}) = c2, (5)

υ({1, 2, 3}) = υ({1, 2, 4}) = υ({1, 3, 4}) = υ({2, 3, 4}) = c3.

The ES values alulated for all possible oalition strutures and �Stable if" ondi-

tion are represented in Table 5.

There is an obvious result. From Table 5, we notie that if c ≥ 0, then oalition

struture π1 = {{1, 2, 3, 4}} is always stable with respet to the ES-value for any

ci, i = 1, 2, 3.

There are another ases:
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Table 5. The ES-value for a four-player game determined by (5) and �Stable if" ondition.

π ψπ
1 ψπ

2 ψπ
3 ψπ

4 �Stable if" ondition

π1 = {{1, 2, 3, 4}} c/4 c/4 c/4 c/4 c ≥ 0

π2 = {{1}, {2, 3, 4}} 0 c3/3 c3/3 c3/3

{

c3 ≥ max{0, 3c1/2}

c ≤ 0

π3 = {{2}, {1, 3, 4}} c3/3 0 c3/3 c3/3

{

c3 ≥ max{0, 3c1/2, 3c2/2}

c ≤ 0

π4 = {{3}, {1, 2, 4}} c3/3 c3/3 0 c3/3

{

c3 ≥ max{0, 3c1/2, 3c2/2}

c ≤ 0

π5 = {{4}, {1, 2, 3}} c3/3 c3/3 c3/3 0

{

c3 ≥ max{0, 3c1/2, 3c2/2}

c ≤ 0

π6 = {{1, 2}, {3, 4}} c1/2 c1/2 c2/2 c2/2

{

c1 ≥ max{0, 2c3/3}

c2 ≥ max{0, 2c3/3}

π7 = {{1, 3}, {2, 4}} c1/2 c2/2 c1/2 c2/2

{

c1 ≥ max{0, 2c3/3}

c2 ≥ max{0, 2c3/3}

π8 = {{1, 4}, {2, 3}} c1/2 c2/2 c2/2 c1/2

{

c1 ≥ max{0, 2c3/3}

c2 ≥ max{0, 2c3/3}

π9 = {{1}, {2}, {3, 4}} 0 0 c2/2 c2/2











c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≥ 0

c3 ≤ 0

π10 = {{1}, {3}, {2, 4}} 0 c2/2 0 c2/2











c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≥ 0

c3 ≤ 0

π11 = {{1}, {4}, {2, 3}} 0 c2/2 c2/2 0











c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≥ 0

c3 ≤ 0

π12 = {{1, 2}, {3}, {4}} c1/2 c1/2 0 0











c1 ≥ 0

c2 ≤ 0

c3 ≤ 0

π13 = {{1, 3}, {2}, {4}} c1/2 0 c1/2 0











c1 ≥ 0

c2 ≤ 0

c3 ≤ 0

π14 = {{1, 4}, {2}, {3}} c1/2 0 0 c1/2











c1 ≥ 0

c2 ≤ 0

c3 ≤ 0

π15 = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}} 0 0 0 0

{

c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≤ 0

1. Let c ≥ 0. When c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≥ 0, from Fig. 9, we an onlude that the

oalition strutures π6, π7, π8 are stable when solutions of these three systems

of inequalities over the �rst otant in region II. When c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≤ 0,
from Table 5, we an onlude that oalition strutures π6, π7, π8 are always

stable. When c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≥ 0, only oalition struture π1 is always stable.
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When c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≤ 0, from Table 5, we an observe that oalition

strutures π12, π13, π14 are always stable.

2. Continue to onsider the ase when c ≥ 0. When c1 ≤ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≥ 0, from
Table 5, we know that only oalition strutures π1 is stable. When c1 ≤ 0,
c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≤ 0, from Table 5, we know that oalition strutures π9, π10, π11 are
stable. When c1 ≤ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≤ 0, from Table 5,

we know that oalition struture π15 is stable.

Fig. 7. Coalition struture π2 is stable in region I with respet to the ES-value.

Fig. 8. Coalition strutures π3,π4,π5 are stable II with respet to ES-value.

3. Consider the ase when c ≤ 0. When c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≥ 0, from Fig. 10, we an

�nd that oalition strutures π2 is stable when solutions of these two systems of
inequalities over the region III, IV ; oalition strutures π3, π4, π5 are stable

when solutions over region IV and oalition strutures π6, π7, π8 are stable

when solutions over the region II. However, we an �nd that the solutions of

these seven systems of inequalities annot over the whole �rst otant. Beause
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Fig. 9. Coalition strutures π6,π7,π8 are stable II with respet to ES-value.

there doesn't exist any stable oalition struture in region I in Fig. 10 whih is

the set {c ≤ 0, 3c1 ≥ 2c3, 3c2 ≤ 2c3, ci ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, 3}.

Fig. 10. Case c ≤ 0 and c1, c2, c3 ≥ 0.

4. When c ≤ 0 and c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≤ 0, from Table 5, we an onlude that

oalition strutures π6, π7, π8 are always stable beause solutions of these three
systems of inequalities over the whole �fth otant onstruted by c1, c2, c3.
Therefore, there always exists stable oalition struture when c ≤ 0 and c1 ≥ 0,
c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≤ 0.

5. When c ≤ 0 and c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≥ 0, from Table 5 and Fig. 11, we an

onlude that oalition strutures π2, π3, π4, π5 are stable when solutions of
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Fig. 11. Case when c ≤ 0 and c1, c3 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0.

these four systems of inequalities over the fourth otant in region I. However, we

an �nd that the solutions of these four systems of inequalities annot over the

whole fourth otant. Beause there doesn't exists any stable oalition struture

in region II in Fig. 11 whih is the set {c ≤ 0, 3c1 ≥ 2c3, c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≥ 0}.
6. Continue to onsider the ase c ≤ 0 and c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≤ 0. From Table 5,

we an onlude that oalition strutures π12, π13, π14 are always stable beause
the solutions of these three systems of inequalities over the whole eighth otant

onstruted by c1, c2, c3.
7. Let c ≤ 0. When c1 ≤ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≥ 0, from Fig. 7, we an observe that oalition

strutures π2 is always stable when solutions of this system of inequalities over

the whole seond otant in region I. When c1 ≤ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≤ 0, from Table

5, we an �nd that oalition strutures π9, π10, π11 are always stable where

solutions of these three systems of inequalities over the whole sixth otant.

When c1 ≤ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≥ 0, we an onlude that oalition struture π2 is

stable from Fig. 7, oalition strutures π3, π4, π5 are stable from Fig. 8 and we

an �nd that the solutions of these four systems of inequalities over the whole

third otant. When c1 ≤ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≤ 0, only oalition struture π15 is always
stable.

The following proposition is proved.

Proposition 5. Let harateristi funtion be given by (5). In this ase, at least

one stable oalition struture always exists exluding the ases: (i) {c ≤ 0, 3c1 ≥ 2×
c3, 3c2 ≤ 2c3, ci ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, 3} and (ii) {c ≤ 0, 3c1 ≥ 2c3, c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≥ 0}.

5.2. The Shapley value as a ooperative solution

In the game (N, υ, π) with oalition struture π = {B1, . . . , Bm}, the omponents of
the Shapley value are de�ned as (3). Consider the ooperative game with harater-

isti funtion υ(·) determined by (5). The Shapley value alulated for all possible
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oalition strutures are represented in Table 7 (see Appendix) and �Stable if" on-

ditions are represented in Table 8 (see Appendix).

In this ase, there are many possible sets of ombinations of parameters for

whih there are no stable oalition strutures and all of the results are obtained

by alulations. Here, we �nd the stable oalition strutures whih an satisfy the

onditions of c, c1, c2, c3. Maybe there also exists another oalition struture whih

is stable in the same range but we fous on existene result.

First, we desribe the sets whih always have stable oalition strutures:

1. When c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≤ 0, oalition strutures π6, π7, π8 are always stable

for any c. When c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≤ 0, oalition strutures π12, π13 are always
stable for any c. When c1 ≤ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≤ 0, oalition strutures π9, π10, π11
are always stable for any c. When c1 ≤ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ 0, c2 ≤ 0,
c3 ≤ 0, oalition struture π15 is always stable for any c.

2. Consider the ase c1 ≤ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≥ 0. When c ≥ 0, oalition strutures π1,
π2 are stable and the solutions of these two systems of inequalities over the

whole seond otant onstruted by c1, c2, c3. When c ≤ 0, oalition struture

π2 is always stable.

Seond, we onsider the regions where there are no stable oalition strutures:

1. Consider the ase when c ≥ 0 and c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≥ 0, from Table 8 and

alulations, we an onlude that oalition strutures π1, π2, π3, π4, π5, π6, π7,
π8 an be stable in the �rst otant onstruted by c1, c2, c3. But the solutions of
these eight systems of inequalities annot over the whole �rst otant. Therefore,

there doesn't always exist stable oalition struture when c ≥ 0, c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0,
c3 ≥ 0.

2. Continue to onsider the ase c ≥ 0. When c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≥ 0, from
Table 8 and alulations, we an onlude that oalition strutures π1, π3, π4,
π5, π12, π13 an be stable in the fourth otant onstruted by c1, c2, c3. But
the solutions of these six systems of inequalities annot over the whole fourth

otant. Therefore, there doesn't always exist stable oalition struture when

c ≥ 0, c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≥ 0.
3. Similarly, onsider the ase when c ≤ 0 and c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≥ 0, from

Table 8 and alulations, we an onlude that oalition strutures π2, π3, π4,
π5, π6, π7, π8 an be stable in the �rst otant onstruted by c1, c2, c3. But
the solutions of these seven systems of inequalities annot over the whole �rst

otant. Therefore, there doesn't always exist stable oalition struture when

c ≤ 0, c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≥ 0.
4. Consider the ase when c ≤ 0 and c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≥ 0, from Table 8 and

alulations, we an onlude that oalition strutures π2, π3, π4, π5, π12, π13
an be stable in the fourth otant onstruted by c1, c2, c3. But the solutions of
these six systems of inequalities annot over the whole fourth otant. Therefore,

there doesn't always exist stable oalition struture when c ≤ 0 and c1 ≥ 0,
c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≥ 0.

Thus we prove Proposition 6.

Proposition 6. Let harateristi funtion be given by (5). In this ase, the stable

oalition struture always exists with respet to the Shapley value exluding the ases:

(i) {c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≥ 0, any c}, and (ii) {c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≥ 0, any c}.
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6. The ase of non-symmetri two-player and three-player oalitions

For this ase, we only onsider the ES-value as a ooperative solution and �nd the

stable oalition strutures with respet to the ES-value whih an over the whole

region. Maybe other oalition struture an be stable in the same region but we

fous on existene result. And we also �nd the region for whih there doesn't exist

any stable oalition struture.

In the game (N, v, π) with oalition struture π = {B1, . . . , Bm}, the omponents
of the ES-value are de�ned as (1). Consider the ooperative games with harater-

isti funtion υ(·) determined by the following way:

υ({1, 2, 3, 4}) = c, υ({1}) = υ({2}) = υ({3}) = υ({4}) = 0,

υ({1, 2}) = υ({1, 3}) = υ({1, 4}) = c1, υ({2, 3}) = υ({2, 4}) = υ({3, 4}) = c2, (6)

υ({1, 2, 3}) = υ({1, 2, 4}) = c3, υ({1, 3, 4}) = υ({2, 3, 4}) = c4.

The ES-values alulated for all possible oalition strutures and �Stable if" ondi-

tion are represented in Table 9 (see Appendix).

In this ase, there exist many sets of parameters for whih there doesn't exist

stable oalition struture and all of the results are obtained by alulations. Here, we

introdue the stable oalition strutures. Maybe there also exists another oalition

struture whih is stable in the same range but we fous on the existene result.

From Table 9, we notie that there is an obvious result, whih is the following.

If c ≥ 0, oalition struture π1 = {{1, 2, 3, 4}} is always stable with respet to the

ES-value for any ci, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Therefore, we should onsider the ase when c ≤ 0.

First, we �nd the sets for whih there always exist stable oalition strutures:

1. Consider the ase when c ≤ 0. When c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≤ 0, c4 ≥ 0, from
alulations and Table 9, we an onlude that the oalition strutures π2 and
π6 are stable where the solutions of these two systems of inequalities over the
whole �fth otant onstruted by c1, c2, c3. When c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≤ 0, c4 ≤ 0,
the oalition strutures π7, π8 are always stable. When c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≤ 0,
c4 ≥ 0, the oalition struture π12 is always stable. When c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≤ 0,
c4 ≤ 0, the oalition strutures π12, π13, π14 are always stable.

2. Continue to onsider the ase when c ≤ 0. When c1 ≤ 0, c4 ≥ 0, we an onlude
that the oalition strutures π2 is always stable for any ci, i = 2, 3. When c1 ≤ 0,
c2 ≥ 0, c4 ≤ 0, we obtain that the oalition strutures π9 is always stable for

any c3. When c1 ≤ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c4 ≤ 0, the oalition strutures π15 is always

stable for any c3.

Seond, we introdue the regions for whih there are no stable oalition stru-

tures:

1. Let c ≤ 0 and c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≥ 0, c4 ≤ 0. By alulations and Table 9,

we onlude that oalition strutures π4, π5, π6, π7, π8 an be stable. However,
the solutions of these �ve systems of inequalities annot over the whole region.

That is, there doesn't exist any stable oalition struture when the region is

onstruted by the set {c ≤ 0, c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≥ 0, c4 ≤ 0, 2c3 ≤ 3c1, 2c3 ≥ 3×
c2}.
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2. When c ≤ 0 and c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≥ 0, c4 ≥ 0, by alulation and Table 9,

we easily prove that oalition strutures π2, π3, π4, π5 an be stable. However,

the solutions of these four systems of inequalities do not over the whole region.

That is, there doesn't exist any stable oalition struture when the region is

L1 \ L2, where L1 = {c ≤ 0, c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≥ 0, c4 ≥ 0} and L2 = {c ≤
0, c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≥ 0, c4 ≥ 0, 2c4 ≥ 3c1, 2c3 ≥ 3c1}.

3. When c ≤ 0 and c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≥ 0, c4 ≤ 0, by alulations and Table 9, we

obtain that oalition strutures π4, π5 an be stable. However, the solutions of

these two systems of inequalities do nor over the whole region. That is, there

doesn't exist any stable oalition struture when the region is L3 \ L4, where

L3 = {c ≤ 0, c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤ 0, c3 ≥ 0, c4 ≤ 0} and L4 = {c ≤ 0, c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≤
0, c3 ≥ 0, c4 ≤ 0, 2c3 ≥ 3c1, 2c3 ≥ 3c2}.

4. Speially, when c ≤ 0 and c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≥ 0, c4 ≥ 0, by alulations and

Table 9, we obtained that the stable oalition strutures annot over the whole

region. But it is more di�ult to desribe the exat region. Therefore, we denote

L5 is the region whih doesn't exist stable oalition struture when c ≤ 0 and

c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≥ 0, c4 ≥ 0.

The following result is proved.

Proposition 7. Let harateristi funtion be given by (6). In this ase, the oali-

tion struture always exists exluding the ases: (i) {c ≤ 0, c1 ≥ 0, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≥
0, c4 ≤ 0, 2c3 ≤ 3c1, 2c3 ≥ 3c2}, (ii) L1 \ L2, (iii) L3 \ L4, and (iv) L5.

7. Conlusion

In the paper we onsider the lass of four-player games with oalition strutures and

�nd the onditions of existene of stable oalition strutures with respet to the ES-

value and the Shapley value for speial harateristi funtions. The de�nition of

stable oalition struture is similar to the Nash equilibrium meaning that there is no

player who may bene�t from deviation from the oalition whih is a part of stable

oalition struture.

The existene of stable oalition struture with respet to the ES-value and the

Shapley value in three-player games has been proved in (Sedakov et al., 2013). In

ase of four-player games the problem is more di�ult. Therefore we onsider some

speial ases of harateristi funtion and �nd the onditions for whih at least one

stable oalition struture exists. We also prove that for some onditions there are

no stable oalition strutures with respet to the ES-value and the Shapley value.

This result proves that in general ase in four-player games there does not always

exist stable oalition struture with respet to the ES-value and the Shapley value.
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Appendix

Table 6. The Shapley value for a four-player game determined by (4).

π ψπ
1 ψπ

2 ψπ
3 ψπ

4

π1 = {{1, 2, 3, 4}}
3c+ 2c2 − 2c3

12

3c+ 2c2 − 2c3
12

3c− 2c2 + 2c3
12

3c− 2c2 + 2c3
12

π2 = {{1}, {2, 3, 4}} 0 c3/3 c3/3 c3/3
π3 = {{2}, {1, 3, 4}} c3/3 0 c3/3 c3/3
π4 = {{3}, {1, 2, 4}} c2/3 c2/3 0 c2/3
π5 = {{4}, {1, 2, 3}} c2/3 c2/3 c2/3 0

π6 = {{1, 2}, {3, 4}} c1/2 c1/2 c1/2 c1/2
π7 = {{1, 3}, {2, 4}} c1/2 c1/2 c1/2 c1/2
π8 = {{1, 4}, {2, 3}} c1/2 c1/2 c1/2 c1/2
π9 = {{1}, {2}, {3, 4}} 0 0 c1/2 c1/2
π10 = {{1}, {3}, {2, 4}} 0 c1/2 0 c1/2
π11 = {{1}, {4}, {2, 3}} 0 c1/2 c1/2 0

π12 = {{1, 2}, {3}, {4}} c1/2 c1/2 0 0

π13 = {{1, 3}, {2}, {4}} c1/2 0 c1/2 0

π14 = {{1, 4}, {2}, {3}} c1/2 0 0 c1/2
π15 = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}} 0 0 0 0

Table 7. The Shapley value for a four-player oalition game determined by (5).

π ψπ
1 ψπ

2 ψπ
3 ψπ

4

π1 = {{1, 2, 3, 4}}
c+ c1 − c2

4

3c− c1 + c2
12

3c− c1 + c2
12

3c− c1 + c2
12

π2 = {{1}, {2, 3, 4}} 0 c3/3 c3/3 c3/3

π3 = {{2}, {1, 3, 4}}
c1 − c2 + c3

3
0

2c3 − c1 + c2
6

2c3 − c1 + c2
6

π4 = {{3}, {1, 2, 4}}
c1 − c2 + c3

3

2c3 − c1 + c2
6

0

2c3 − c1 + c2
6

π5 = {{4}, {1, 2, 3}}
c1 − c2 + c3

3

2c3 − c1 + c2
6

2c3 − c1 + c2
6

0

π6 = {{1, 2}, {3, 4}} c1/2 c1/2 c1/2 c1/2
π7 = {{1, 3}, {2, 4}} c1/2 c1/2 c1/2 c1/2
π8 = {{1, 4}, {2, 3}} c1/2 c1/2 c1/2 c1/2
π9 = {{1}, {2}, {3, 4}} 0 0 c2/2 c2/2
π10 = {{1}, {3}, {2, 4}} 0 c2/2 0 c2/2
π11 = {{1}, {4}, {2, 3}} 0 c2/2 c2/2 0

π12 = {{1, 2}, {3}, {4}} c1/2 c1/2 0 0

π13 = {{1, 3}, {2}, {4}} c1/2 0 c1/2 0

π14 = {{1, 4}, {2}, {3}} c1/2 0 0 c1/2
π15 = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}} 0 0 0 0
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Table 8. The �Stable if" onditions for the Shapley value in four-player game determined

by (5).

π �Stable if" ondition

π1 = {{1, 2, 3, 4}}
{
c+ c1 − c2 ≥ 0

3c− c1 + c2 ≥ 0

π2 = {{1}, {2, 3, 4}}
{
c+ c1 − c2 ≤ 0

c3 ≥ max{0, 3c1/2}

π3 = {{2}, {1, 3, 4}}





3c− c1 + c2 ≤ 0

c1 − c2 + c3 ≥ 0

2c3 − c1 − 2c2 ≥ 0

2c3 − c1 + c2 ≥ 0

π4 = {{3}, {1, 2, 4}}





3c− c1 + c2 ≤ 0

c1 − c2 + c3 ≥ 0

2c3 − c1 − 2c2 ≥ 0

2c3 − c1 + c2 ≥ 0

π5 = {{4}, {1, 2, 3}}





3c− c1 + c2 ≤ 0

c1 − c2 + c3 ≥ 0

2c3 − c1 − 2c2 ≥ 0

2c3 − c1 + c2 ≥ 0

π6 = {{1, 2}, {3, 4}}





c1 ≥ max{0, 2c3/3}
c1 + 2c2 − 2c3 ≥ 0

c2 ≥ 0

π7 = {{1, 3}, {2, 4}}





c1 ≥ max{0, 2c3/3}
c1 + 2c2 − 2c3 ≥ 0

c2 ≥ 0

π8 = {{1, 4}, {2, 3}}





c1 ≥ max{0, 2c3/3}
c1 + 2c2 − 2c3 ≥ 0

c2 ≥ 0

π9 = {{1}, {2}, {3, 4}}





c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≥ 0

c3 ≤ 0

π10 = {{1}, {3}, {2, 4}}





c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≥ 0

c3 ≤ 0

π11 = {{1}, {4}, {2, 3}}





c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≥ 0

c3 ≤ 0
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π12 = {{1, 2}, {3}, {4}}





c1 ≥ 0

c2 ≤ 0

2c3 − c1 + c2 ≤ 0

π13 = {{1, 3}, {2}, {4}}





c1 ≥ 0

c2 ≤ 0

2c3 − c1 + c2 ≤ 0

π14 = {{1, 4}, {2}, {3}}





c1 ≥ 0

c2 ≤ 0

2c3 − c1 + c2 ≤ 0

c1 − c2 + c3 ≤ 0

π15 = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}}
{
c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≤ 0

Table 9. The ES-value for a four-player game determined by (6) and the �Stable if"

onditions.

π ψπ1 ψπ2 ψπ3 ψπ4 �Stable if" ondition

π1 = {{1, 2, 3, 4}} c/4 c/4 c/4 c/4 c ≥ 0

π2 = {{1}, {2, 3, 4}} 0 c4/3 c4/3 c4/3

{
c4 ≥ max{0, 3c1/2}
c ≤ 0

π3 = {{2}, {1, 3, 4}} c4/3 0 c4/3 c4/3

{
c4 ≥ max{0, 3c1/2, 3c2/2}
c ≤ 0

π4 = {{3}, {1, 2, 4}} c3/3 c3/3 0 c3/3

{
c3 ≥ max{0, 3c1/2, 3c2/2}
c ≤ 0

π5 = {{4}, {1, 2, 3}} c3/3 c3/3 c3/3 0

{
c3 ≥ max{0, 3c1/2, 3c2/2}
c ≤ 0

π6 = {{1, 2}, {3, 4}} c1/2 c1/2 c2/2 c2/2





c1 ≥ max{0, 2c4/3}
c2 ≥ max{0, 2c3/3}
c ≥ 0

π7 = {{1, 3}, {2, 4}} c1/2 c2/2 c1/2 c2/2

{
c1 ≥ max{0, 2c3/3, 2c4/3}
c2 ≥ max{0, 2c3/3, 2c4/3}

π8 = {{1, 4}, {2, 3}} c1/2 c2/2 c2/2 c1/2

{
c1 ≥ max{0, 2c3/3, 2c4/3}
c2 ≥ max{0, 2c3/3, 2c4/3}

π9 = {{1}, {2}, {3, 4}} 0 0 c2/2 c2/2





c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≥ 0

c4 ≤ 0
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π10 = {{1}, {3}, {2, 4}} 0 c2/2 0 c2/2





c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≥ 0

c3 ≤ 0

c4 ≤ 0

π11 = {{1}, {4}, {2, 3}} 0 c2/2 c2/2 0





c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≥ 0

c3 ≤ 0

c4 ≤ 0

π12 = {{1, 2}, {3}, {4}} c1/2 c1/2 0 0





c1 ≥ 0

c2 ≤ 0

c3 ≤ 0

π13 = {{1, 3}, {2}, {4}} c1/2 0 c1/2 0





c1 ≥ 0

c2 ≤ 0

c3 ≤ 0

c4 ≤ 0

π14 = {{1, 4}, {2}, {3}} c1/2 0 0 c1/2





c1 ≥ 0

c2 ≤ 0

c3 ≤ 0

c4 ≤ 0

π15 = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}} 0 0 0 0

{
c1 ≤ 0

c2 ≤ 0
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